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Abstract: Synchronous motors have extended their presence in different applications, specifically
in high-demand environments such as agronomy. These uses need advanced and better control
strategies to improve energy efficiency. Within this context, sliding mode control has demonstrated
effectiveness in electric machine control due to its advantages in robustness and quick adaptation to
uncertain dynamic system disturbances. Nevertheless, this control technique presents the undesirable
chattering phenomenon due to the discontinuous control action. This paper introduces a novel speed
integral control scheme based on sliding modes for synchronous motors. This approach is designed
to track smooth speed profiles and is evaluated through several numeric simulations to verify
its robustness against variable torque loads. This approach addresses using electric motors for
different applications such as irrigation systems, greenhouses, pumps, and others. Moreover, to
address the chattering problem, different sign function approximations are evaluated in the control
scheme. Then, the most effective functions for suppressing the chattering phenomenon through
extensive comparative analysis are identified. Integral compensation in this technique demonstrates
improvement in motor performance, while sign function approximations show a chattering reduction.
Different study cases prove the robustness of this control scheme for large-scale synchronous motors.
The simulation results validate the proposed control scheme based on sliding modes with integral
compensation, by achieving chattering reduction and obtaining an efficient control scheme against
uncertain disturbances in synchronous motors for agronomy applications.

Keywords: automation; agricultural machinery; synchronous motor control; sliding mode control;
chattering suppression; sign function

1. Introduction

Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motors (PMSMs) can be found in many automated
systems because they provide high-efficiency technology, mainly power and energy re-
liability. In this sense, this electrical machine is an excellent option to power agronomy
systems. Control schemes must be robust, achieving better responses against uncertain
dynamical disturbances. In [1], a speed controller based on sliding modes with an im-
proved exponential reaching law and proportional resonance strategy is proposed for a
PMSM system within the electric vehicle context. This approach is used to address the
chattering problem and improve system response. The different control schemes in PMSM
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will present different behaviors depending on switching techniques on control drivers. The
field-oriented control and different strategies such as look-up tables mixed with traditional
Proportional–Integral (PI) controllers to improve technique implementation focused on
using it in electric vehicles, as shown in [2]. In this context, electrical motors are subjected
to uncertain dynamic disturbances where the control schemes should respond quickly
to compensate for these issues. Schemes such as the adaptive super-twisting nonlinear
Fractional-Order Proportional–Integral–Derivative and sliding mode control for speed
regulation are used to weaken the chattering phenomenon by implementing an adaptive
super-twisting reaching law approach, as proposed in [3]. Also, a backstepping control
based on sliding modes can be applied to asynchronous machines for similar purposes, as
shown in [4]. These control schemes can board non-linearities present in electric machines.

Sliding mode control (SMC) is known to exhibit an issue termed chattering. Various
strategies have been proposed to mitigate this problem. In this context, the phenomenon is
mathematically defined in [5], utilizing a range of signals and offering a comprehensive
explanation of sliding surfaces. Additionally, in [6], the presence of singularities and
chattering in sliding mode control is addressed by introducing an approach that centers
on eliminating derivative terms within the control law and devising a continuous control
strategy. In this context, electric machine control is commonly implemented in speed
control devices such as inverters or Variable Frequency Drivers (VFDs); SMC can be used
in different rotational machine drivers, as is demonstrated in [7]. This study focuses
on designing a torque ripple control based on sliding modes for a switched reluctance
motor. Moreover, different strategies can be employed to increase sliding mode control
robustness for multiple applications. Generalized PI control mixed with this technique can
demonstrate optimal behavior, specifically in vibration attenuation problems in automotive
suspension systems [8]. In this way, improving system response performance by strategies
such as fast non-singular terminal sliding mode and adding state observers allow for
faster system response [9]. In addition to this proposal, Super-Twisting Sliding Mode
Control, such as that proposed in [10], is a good choice for developing speed control
strategies in electrical machines. However, this control must still solve the chattering
problem. For this purpose, different studies have developed different versions of the sign
function as an alternative solution to this problem [11–14], and they are utilized in this
manuscript. Control systems can be located in a wide range of applications in different
environments. The increase in automation in recent decades entails a precise knowledge
of control strategies for systems such as rotational machinery, robotics arms, irrigation,
industrial processes, agronomy, and others. Different control design procedures can be
used for linear and nonlinear systems for these purposes. PI and PID control are the
most common strategies to manipulate a desired system output [15]. However, sliding
mode control is increasing its presence in this class of systems due to robustness against
uncertainties. Different design strategies involving stability analysis and sliding surfaces
can be selected for different performance requirements, as is demonstrated in books [16,17].
This control technique is easy to implement and can deal with uncertainty for precision
irrigation applications. To reduce the chattering phenomenon, sign function approximation
demonstrates simplicity and good performance [18].

Often, control schemes are designed under assumptions of different unknown un-
certain disturbances in synchronous motors. These issues have been addressed by online
estimation techniques to improve control behavior, and these approaches allow the identifi-
cation of different load torque parameters under various conditions [19,20]. Additionally,
artificial intelligence integration in sliding mode control schemes increases efficiency and
robustness; ref. [21] proposes a new adaptive-like neural control strategy for electromag-
netic suspension systems where the algorithm approximates discontinuous control action.
Furthermore, techniques such as adaptive fuzzy control also demonstrate practical imple-
mentation and effectiveness for synchronous motors; adaptability allows non-linearity ap-
proximation, improving control scheme [22]. Electric tractors with new steering structures
can improve operation efficiency in the context of machinery for agriculture applications.
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These autonomous vehicles operate under hard conditions where parameter changes and
disturbances are present. To solve these issues, sliding mode control demonstrates better
behavior in comparison with the PID technique under common conditions such as ser-
pentine, double line shift, and step [23,24]. In the same way, electric motors power these
autonomous vehicles. Slip problems in agricultural vehicles are present due to environ-
mental conditions; consequently, torque control is needed for each wheel. Integrating PI
and sliding mode technique control with pertinent parameter acquisition allows the correct
torque to be delivered to the wheels for tracking tasks [25]. Some fertigation machines are
powered by asynchronous motors. For this application, load disturbances are present in the
system, where a load torque observer for adjusting sliding mode control parameters demon-
strates fluctuation reduction and robustness against disturbances [26]. Analysis through
simulations can provide a general perspective of real systems. However, experimental
implementations present issues due to the nature of real systems; synchronous motors are
present in electric vehicles where experimental analysis provides proportionate parameters
to compare and validate different control strategies [27,28]. In this sense, a rigorous review
of different speed control techniques for PMSM is conducted in [29], emphasizing methods
to obtain robustness, giving mathematical tools to facilitate the design, and comparing each
review technique’s advantages. Also, ref. [30] proposes a solution to obtain high-precision
control for low speeds in PMSM based on a novel iterative learning controller used to
reject disturbances.

To implement control schemes in synchronous motors, initial position methods have
been proposed to start the motor; in [31], a method to calculate the initial position is pro-
posed using frequency signals and a simple linear formula. Moreover, The efficient and
robust tracking of planned references within a PID control scheme is addressed in [32]
for synchronous generators. Also, the synchronous motor mathematical model is com-
monly transformed under the dq0 reference frame. However, most physical algorithms
require employing this transform to implement control schemes. In this context, ref. [33]
conducts experimental tests to evaluate the dq-axis time reaction in different platforms.
These data could be considered in control schemes since simulation evaluations do not
consider computational costs in real implementations. In addition, using sign function
approximations have improved Sliding Mode Observers [34–36], and sensorless control
strategies for PMSM used in electric vehicles [37]. Finally, in ref. [38], a control method for
low-speed high-torque PMSM is proposed, combining nonlinear feedback, integral sliding
mode, and a sliding mode observer to reduce chattering.

Electrical motors are increasing their presence in agricultural machinery like tractors,
irrigation, and fertigation systems. The improvement in control strategies entails better
resource utilization. Thus, achievements such as water conservation, correct fertilizer distri-
bution, improvement in electric agriculture vehicles, and others are made. In this research
paper, a novel control scheme based on sliding mode control with integral compensation
for tracking smooth speed profiles in synchronous motors for agriculture applications is
proposed. To address uncertain dynamical disturbances, different variable torque loads
are evaluated to validate the control robustness. This approach can address the dynamic
uncertainties present in agricultural environments. In contrast with different important
techniques for suppressing the chattering phenomenon, using sign function approxima-
tions keeps this control technique easy to implement. Moreover, using abrupt references
such as steps could present issues, as physical systems cannot quickly change from one
state to another. To avoid these problems, smooth speed profiles are proposed using Bezier
curves to obtain a softer response and optimal system behavior. Furthermore, changes in
speed trajectories are involved to verify the control scheme reaction to different conditions.
Various study cases are evaluated through numeric simulations using different continu-
ous sign function versions in a Matlab environment. The simulation results demonstrate
the robustness against uncertain dynamical disturbances and chattering reduction in the
proposed control scheme.
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The manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2, continuous sing function versions
are presented in an illustrative sliding mode control scheme for an irrigation system
to demonstrate how these approximations can suppress chattering while the slope is
manipulated. Section 3 is focused on describing the speed control design for the PMSM.
In Section 4, simulation results and discussion are conducted, different study cases with
different speed trajectories are proposed, and control scheme robustness is validated
through optimal response against different variable torques. Lastly, in Section 5, conclusions
are described.

2. Sign Function Approximations as a Solution to Mitigate Chattering Phenomenon

The chattering phenomenon is described as finite-frequency, finite-amplitude oscil-
lations appearing in many sliding mode implementations. These oscillations are caused
by the high-frequency switching of the sliding mode controller [16]. For this paper, the
standard sign function is denoted as follows:

sign1(σ) =


−1 if σ < 0
0 if σ = 0
1 if σ > 0

(1)

where σ is the sliding surface within the SMC context. This function is handy in various
mathematical and computational applications. The sign function helps design control
laws that exhibit robustness and stability against uncertainties and disturbances in systems
characterized by discontinuities. At this point, the chattering phenomenon appears, leading
to challenges in control implementation. Using the sign function in sliding mode control
schemes causes abrupt controller switching, resulting in rapid changes in the control
output. In certain cases, if the physical limitations of the system are not considered or the
controller operates near the system’s limits, the presence of chattering can become more
pronounced [11,14].

An illustrative example demonstrates how to mitigate the chattering problem inherent
in this control technique by using sign function approximations. Consider the irrigation
system depicted in Figure 1. The water tank is fed from a nearby water source; according
to [18], the pressure uncertainties occur due to the tank water level. The valve is controlled
by a DC motor that controls the open position for irrigation needs.

Figure 1. Control scheme for an irrigation system for a valve controlled by DC motor.

Sliding mode control is introduced to deal with the load on the control valve due
to hydrostatic pressure, water level in the tank, and temperature variations producing
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uncertainties. A DC motor controls the valve, and the mathematical model for the plant is
given by

θ̈ + 43.06θ̇ + 7.128θ = 326.2u (2)

where θ represents the DC motor’s position to control the valve, and u is the control
input [18]. Now, for simulation purposes, the sliding surface selected for the system is

σ = ce + ė (3)

with c > 0. For regulation tasks, the error is defined as

e = θ − θ̄ (4)

ė = θ̇ (5)

with θ̄ as the desired constant position. The control law is described as follows:

u = u0sign1(σ) (6)

where u0 > 0. The discontinuous action in the control implies generating the chattering
phenomenon. This effect becomes evident when utilizing specific system parameters,
such as θ̄ = 5 for the DC motor position depicted in Figure 2, where the manifestation of
chattering is noticeable.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0

2

4

6

8

Figure 2. Valve DC motor position response with chattering phenomenon for the irrigation system. θ̄

for the desired constant position and, θ as the read position.

Different sign function approximations are designed to reduce the impact of abrupt
changes in the control action; see Equations (7)–(13). The parameter ϵ can be adjusted
to manipulate the function slope. When this value tends to zero, the approximation is
more similar to the sign function; see Figure 3a. When this parameter is increased, the
slope of the function becomes steeper; see Figure 3b. This effect helps to reduce the
chattering phenomenon [11–14]. However, the sign function in sliding mode control is
used to address non-linearities and uncertainties. So if ϵ is a big value, the slope of the
function is steeper. Therefore, the approximation moves away from the sign function. This
could affect addressing non-linearities. After the control design, approximations consist
of only substituting the sign function by any approximation. Then, the selection of the
ϵ value can be performed empirically. However, in some cases, this can be addressed
as an optimization problem where the objective is to minimize the error by reducing the
non-desired oscillations.
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sign2(σ) =
σ

|σ|+ ϵ
(7)

sign3(σ) =
2

1 + e
−

σ

ϵ

− 1 (8)

sign4(σ) = tanh
σ

ϵ
(9)

sign5(σ) =
2
π

arctan
σ

ϵ
(10)

sign6(σ) =

σ

ϵ√
1 +

(σ

ϵ

)2
(11)

sign7(σ) =
σ√

σ2 + ϵ
(12)

sign8(σ) =


σ

ϵ
if |σ| ≤ ϵ

sign1(σ) if |σ| > ϵ
(13)

(a) (b)
Figure 3. Different normalized approximations in [−1, 1] compared to the standard sign function.
(a) Approximations from (7)–(13) with ϵ = 0.01. (b) Approximations from (7)–(13) with ϵ = 0.1.

Now consider the system response displayed in Figure 2. Adopting any sign function
approximation, for example, Equation (8) with an ϵ = 0.5, the chattering phenomenon
can be effectively reduced, as demonstrated in Figure 4. Notice that although this system
presents uncertainties, external disturbances are not considered in the model.

Integrating continuous sign function approximations into a sliding mode control
design offers an efficient implementation by replacing the standard sign function. This
adaptation brings significant advantages, particularly in systems with electric machines,
where control schemes are commonly deployed in power devices such as VFDs and
inverters. These systems often experience oscillatory components in their generated signals
due to the action of switching devices. The reduction in or elimination of the chattering
phenomenon, achieved through this approach, results in a better response, as demonstrated
in this study.
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Figure 4. Valve DC motor position response employing sign function approximation (8) to mitigate
chattering. θ̄ for the desired constant position and, θ as the read position.

3. Integral Sliding Mode Control Design for Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor
Speed Control

This section describes the control scheme designed for tracking speed profiles for
PMSM from the dynamical model transformed under dq0 reference frame to obtain the
control voltages. The design of the controller is carried out as follows: the controller
development for the direct axis (referred to as the ‘d’ axis) and, subsequently, the quadrature
axis controller (denoted as the ‘q’ axis). The control scheme design involves tracking smooth
reference speed profiles, such that applications of these motors in fertigation systems,
pumps, irrigation, electric agriculture vehicles, and others entail precision and adequate
response under uncertainties. Furthermore, the system’s response to external disturbances
can be improved by adding integral compensation in sliding surfaces. This control strategy
minimizes speed-tracking errors, and contributes to the system’s robustness, enabling the
controller to maintain stable performance despite uncertain disturbances.

3.1. Dynamical Model of Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor

For this study, synchronous motor nonlinear dynamics is transformed using the
reference frame dq0, according to Clarke and Park matrices of Equation (14). By converting
the nonlinear motor dynamics (abc) into a specific reference frame, often the stationary
dq0 reference frame, the variables and equations align with the physical orientation of the
motor. This transformation can be visualized in Figure 5.

TClarke =


2
3 − 1√

3
1√
3

0 2√
3

1√
3

1√
2

1√
2

1√
2

 TPark(θ) =

 cos(θ) sin(θ) 0
− sin(θ) cos(θ) 0

0 0 1

 (14)

This approach simplifies the analysis and control design process [20]. Control laws
designed in a properly chosen reference frame often become simpler. This simplification
can lead to more efficient control algorithms, making them easier to implement and tune.

The mathematical model for developing the control scheme is

d
dt

id = −Rs

Ld
id +

PLq

Ld
iqω +

1
Ld

ud (15)

d
dt

iq = −Rs

Lq
iq −

PLd
Lq

idω − Pλm

Lq
ω +

1
Lq

uq (16)

J
d
dt

ω =
3
2

Pλmiq − bω − τL (17)

id and iq represent the electric current signals in the direct and quadrature axes, respectively,
and the motor shaft angular velocity is denoted by ω. Ld is the direct axis inductance, Lq is
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the quadrature axis inductance, Rs is the armature resistance, J is the moment of inertia,
and b is the viscous damping coefficient. The number of pole pairs is indicated as P, and
the magnetic flux of the permanent magnet is denoted by λm. τL describes the variable
load torque affecting the motor rotor dynamics. For this study, it is assumed that Ld = Lq.

Figure 5. Illustrative example of dq0 reference frame for a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor.

3.2. Motor Control Design for Direct Current Axis

The control design for the synchronous motor aims to ensure the motor operates with
optimal performance by providing appropriate voltages. Initially, the focus is on a controller
dedicated to the direct axis current. The controller’s primary objective is to maintain a
reference trajectory, where a predefined i⋆d = 0 is set, strategically aimed at simplifying
the angular speed controller’s operation and enhancing efficiency. The direct axis current
tracking error is the difference between the reference and actual value ed = id − i⋆d .

The selected sliding surface is given as

σd = ed + α(r,d)

∫
t0

ed + α(r−1,d)

∫ (2)

t0

ed + α(r−2,d)

∫ (3)

t0

ed

+ · · ·+ α(1,d)

∫ (r−1)

t0

ed + α(0,d)

∫ (r)

t0

ed

(18)

where the notation
∫ (r)

t0
e denotes the r-th iterated integral of the form

∫ t
t0

∫ τ1
t0

· · ·
∫ τr−1

t0
e(τr)

dτr · · · dτ1, as is shown in [32]. The sliding surface described by σd establishes the system
and takes direct axis current to reference tracking i⋆d to obtain a better behavior against
uncertainties. Integral compensation can be added to obtain the system’s response to cero.
Now, the dynamics for the sliding surface are given by

d
dt

σd =
d
dt

ed + α(r,d)ed + α(r−1,d)

∫
t0

ed + α(r−2,d)

∫ (2)

t0

ed

+ · · ·+ α(1,d)

∫ (r−2)

t0

ed + α(0,d)

∫ (r−1)

t0

ed

(19)

Substituting Equation (15) in Equation (19), we obtain

d
dt

σd = −Rs

Ld
id +

PLq

Ld
iqω +

1
Ld

ud −
d
dt

i⋆d + α(r,d)ed + α(r−1,d)

∫
t0

ed

+ α(r−2,d)

∫ (2)

t0

ed + · · ·+ α(1,d)

∫ (r−2)

t0

ed + α(t0,d)

∫ (r−1)

t0

ed

(20)
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In order to tune the parameters α, the next stable r-th order polynomial is proposed:

Pd(s) = (s + αd)
r (21)

Finally, the direct-axis controller denoted as ud is obtained as follows:

Ldud =
d
dt

i⋆d +
Rs

Ld
id −

PLq

Ld
iqω − α(r,d)ed − α(r−1,d)

∫
t0

ed − α(r−2,d)

∫ (2)

t0

ed

− · · · − α(1,d)

∫ (r−2)

t0

ed − α(0,d)

∫ (r−1)

t0

ed − Wdsign1(σd)

(22)

3.3. Speed Motor Control Design for Quadrature Current Axis

Next, Equation (17) is taken and is derived with respect to time, obtaining

d2

dt2 ω =
3
2

Pλm

J
d
dt

iq −
b
J

d
dt

ω − 1
J

d
dt

τL (23)

Subsequently, Equation (16) is introduced into the derivative value, obtaining

d2

dt2 ω = −3
2

PλmRs

JLq
iq −

3
2

P2λmLd
JLq

idω − 3
2

P2λ2
m

JLq
ω +

3
2

Pλm

JLq
uq −

b
J

d
dt

ω − 1
J

d
dt

τL (24)

Now, the speed error is given by e = ω − ω⋆, where ω⋆ represents the motor’s
angular speed reference trajectory. The proposed sliding surface for tracking trajectories is
selected as

σq =
d
dt

eω + α(r,q)eω + α(r−1,q)

∫
t0

eω + α(r−2,q)

∫ (2)

t0

eω + α(r−3,q)

∫ (3)

t0

eω

+ · · ·+ α(1,q)

∫ (r−1)

t0

eω + α(0,q)

∫ (r)

t0

eω

(25)

and the surface dynamics is given by

d
dt

σq =
d2

dt2 eω + α(r,q)
d
dt

eω + α(r−1,q)eω + α(r−2,q)

∫
t0

eω + α(r−3,q)

∫ (2)

t0

eω

+ · · ·+ α(1,q)

∫ (r−2)

t0

eω + α(0,q)

∫ (r−1)

t0

eω

(26)

A stable polynomial of degree r + 1 is selected in order to tune αq parameters.

Pq(s) = (s + αq)
r+1 (27)

The iterated integrals allow for an increase in the controller robustness. Ultimately,
the complete controller for the quadrature axis is derived from Equation (24), obtaining

ρuq =
d2

dt2 ω⋆ +
3
2

PλmRs

JLq
iq +

3
2

P2λmLd
JLq

idω +
3
2

P2λ2
m

JLq
ω +

b
J

d
dt

ω +
1
J

d
dt

τL

− α(r,q)
d
dt

eω − α(r−1,q)eω − α(r−2,q)

∫
t0

eω − α(r−3,q)

∫ (2)

t0

eω

− · · · − α(1,q)

∫ (r−2)

t0

eω − α(0,q)

∫ (r−1)

t0

eω − Wqsign1(σq)

(28)

with

ρ =
2
3

JLq

Pλm
(29)
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The proposed control scheme is designed considering oscillatory torque loads to which
the motor is commonly subjected. Notice that τL is present in Equation (28), so Wq should
be selected such that

Wq >

∣∣∣∣1
J

d
dt

τL

∣∣∣∣ (30)

The diagram in Figure 6 describes the process as follows. The speed and current refer-
ences i⋆d and ω⋆ are planned as displayed in the next section by Bézier curves. Currents and
velocity are obtained from the electrical machine; the three-phase currents are transformed
under matrices of Equation (14). Once ω and id are obtained, the tracking errors can be
computed and then they are processed on the sliding surfaces σd, σq. The discontinuous
action in the controllers is substituted in the control action, aiming to mitigate the chattering
phenomenon. Finally, the control signals ud, uq can be used to generate the control signals
that the three-phase inverter will deliver to PMSM. However, this study is only focused on
analyzing how approximations can reduce the chattering phenomenon.

Figure 6. Proposed sliding mode speed control scheme with chattering reduction for PMSM.

4. Simulation Results and Discussion

Several simulations utilizing MATLAB software version 2020a were conducted to
validate the analytical results obtained. The numerical method used was Runge–Kutta–
Felberg, with a step size of 1 ms; 10-hp synchronous motor parameters were used for this
study, as shown in Table 1 [19].

Table 1. 10-hp synchronous motor parameters for study cases.

Parameter Value

Rs 2.6 Ω
Ld 6.73 H
Lq Ld
λm 0.319 Wb
P 2
b 0.0005 Nm s
J 3.5 × 10−5 Kg m2

For many applications in the agriculture context, synchronous motors are subjected
to hard operation conditions. In this sense, the load torque shown in Figure 7 is proposed
and is expressed by Equation (30), and its parameter values are displayed in Table 2. This
approach involved subjecting the system to varying load conditions, ensuring that the
control design remains effective and stable despite changing external forces.
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τL =
4

∑
i=1

Ai sin(ωit) (31)

Table 2. Parameter values of load torque proposed as an oscillation addition.

Parameter Value
Amplitude (Nm)

A1 2.5
A2 2
A3 2
A4 2.5

Frequency (rad/s)
ω1 15
ω2 20
ω3 25
ω4 30

Figure 7. Load torque proposed for evaluating the control scheme robustness in the first study case.

Moreover, the speed trajectory reference ω⋆ is proposed by Bézier curves within the
controller’s scheme. These curves offer a method to attain smooth changes in the speed
trajectory over a defined time interval [t1, t2]. By using Bézier curves, the controller achieves
gradual and continuous adjustments in the speed reference, useful in many applications.
Equation (32) describes the speed trajectory for the first comparisons.

ω⋆ =



ω1 for 0 ≤ t ≤ t1

ω1 + (ω2 − ω1)Bω for t1 < t < t2

ω2 for t2 ≤ t ≤ t3

ω2 + (ω3 − ω2)Bω for t3 < t < t4

ω3 for t ≥ t4

(32)

where ω1 = 0 rad/s, ω2 = 104.719 rad/s (1000 rpm), ω3 = 157.079 rad/s (1500 rpm),
t1 = 0 s, t2 = 2 s, t3 = 4 s, t4 = 5 s, Bω is the Bézier curve described by

Bω =
9

∑
k=1

rk

(
t − t1

t2 − t1

)2+k
(33)

Figure 8 illustrates the initial speed trajectory for the first study case. Then, each
approximation described previously is tested by substituting the standard sign function
(sign1), thereby facilitating an evaluation to determine the most suitable one that demon-
strates optimal behavior in the system’s response.
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Figure 8. Speed reference trajectory for the first study case.

4.1. Control Scheme Evaluation for the First Speed Trajectory

Figure 9 illustrates that using the standard sign function introduces a noticeable
chattering effect in the motor’s speed response, as depicted in Figure 9a. Chattering,
characterized by rapid fluctuations, affects the system’s performance. These variations in
the speed response can lead to undesired vibrations and mechanical stress on the motor
and its connected systems. In Figure 9b,c, an analysis of the direct axis and quadrature
axis voltages reveals the presence of this phenomenon in each respective control signal.
However, it is noticeable that the control scheme exhibits adequate behavior against the
variable torque.
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(c)
Figure 9. Motor synchronous control parameter output using standard sign function (1). (a) Speed
response with chattering phenomenon, first trajectory planned, and synchronous motor speed
response. (b) Voltage generated in direct axis, (c) voltage generated in quadrature axis.
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4.2. Sign Function Approximation Evaluation with the First Speed Trajectory

Next, the initial continuous approximation (7) is inserted into the control law. The
manipulation of the ϵ parameter can reduce considerably the chattering phenomenon, as is
demonstrated in Figure 10. Adjusting the ϵ parameter results in a softer slope, achieving a
smoother transition around the zero value and reducing the chattering effect. It is essential
to strike a balance in selecting the appropriate ϵ value. A very high value of ϵ might lead
to a function that deviates significantly from the actual sign function, thus affecting the
system’s intended performance. Conversely, a smaller ϵ value may result in similarly
abrupt changes, failing to reduce the chattering effect sufficiently.
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0
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(c)
Figure 10. Motor synchronous control parameter output using the general approximation (7).
(a) Speed response with chattering phenomenon reduction, first trajectory planned, and synchronous
motor speed response. (b) Voltage generated in direct axis, (c) voltage generated in quadrature axis.

The adjustment of ϵ ensures that the resulting function closely approximates the sign
function while maintaining a smooth transition around zero, effectively alleviating the
adverse impact of chattering in the control system. Subsequently, the version from (8) is
employed as Figure 11 shows; this function presents a better behavior, practically eliminat-
ing these undesired oscillations, as can also be seen in the control voltages in Figure 11b,c.
For these cases, ϵ = 900 for approximations described by the rest of Equations (9)–(13).

By evaluating approximation hyperbolic tangent, it can be observed that ϵ should be
increased since the phenomenon is still present in the system’s response, as displayed in
Figure 12. Control voltages are in the same situation in Figure 12b,c.
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Figure 11. Motor synchronous control parameter output using the general approximation from (8).
(a) Speed response with chattering phenomenon reduction, first trajectory planned, and synchronous
motor speed response. (b) Voltage generated in direct axis, (c) Voltage generated in quadrature axis.
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Figure 12. Motor synchronous control parameter output using hyperbolic tangent function from (9).
(a) Speed response with chattering phenomenon reduction, first trajectory planned, and synchronous
motor speed response. (b) Voltage generated in direct axis, (c) voltage generated in quadrature axis.
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The approximation arc tangent and the general approximation (10) are implemented,
revealing a favorable behavior in the system’s response. The speed response, showcased in
Figure 13a, distinctly demonstrates good behavior. This desirable property extends to the
control signals depicted in Figure 13b,c, displaying minimal chattering in both ud and uq
voltages. Despite minimal oscillations observed in the final approximation, this version is a
solid choice for integration into the SMC.
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(c)
Figure 13. Motor synchronous control parameter output using arc tangent approximation from (10).
(a) Speed response with minimum chattering phenomenon, first trajectory planned, and synchronous
motor speed response. (b) Voltage generated in direct axis, (c) voltage generated in quadrature axis.

The general approximation (12) is a variation from (11), [14]. Taking the same ϵ value
for both functions demonstrates that the general approximation (12) shows a better behavior
versus the previous version, visible when responses in Figures 14 and 15 are compared,
and chattering is notably reduced.

Although the saturation function (13) is widely reported to address this issue in the
sliding mode control, the previous options can also be considered according to the system’s
needs. For the ϵ value used in the first study case, the saturation function is the one that
best suppresses the chattering, as depicted in Figure 16, due to the slope.
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Figure 14. Motor synchronous control parameter output using the general approximation from (11).
(a) Speed response with chattering phenomenon, first trajectory planned, and synchronous motor
speed response. (b) Voltage generated in direct axis, (c) voltage generated in quadrature axis.
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Figure 15. Motor synchronous control parameter output using the general approximation from
Equation (12). (a) Speed response with chattering phenomenon, first trajectory planned, and syn-
chronous motor speed response. (b) Voltage generated in direct axis, (c) voltage generated in
quadrature axis.
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Figure 16. Motor synchronous control parameter output using The saturation function from (13).
(a) Speed response with chattering phenomenon reduction, first trajectory planned, and synchronous
motor speed response. (b) Voltage generated in direct axis, (c) voltage generated in quadrature axis.

4.3. Control Speed Evaluation for the Second Speed Trajectory

A second study case was conducted with a new proposed load torque speed trajectory,
shown in Figure 17, described by Equation (34) and a new speed trajectory shown in
Figure 18 described again by Equation (32), with parameters shown in Table 3.

τL =
4

∑
i=1

Ai sin(ωit) (34)

Table 3. Paramete values of the second proposed load torque as an oscillation addition.

Parameter Value
Amplitude (Nm)

A1 1
A2 1.5
A3 3
A4 1

Frequency (rad/s)
ω1 5
ω2 15
ω3 25
ω4 5

With speed references ω1 = 0 rad/s, ω2 = 209.44 rad/s (2000 rpm), ω3 = 104.719 rad/s
(1000 rpm), t1 = 0 s, t2 = 2 s, t3 = 4 s, t4 = 5 s. Firstly, sign1(σ) is evaluated in the control
scheme shown in Figure 19; for this new trajectory, the control performs optimally by tracking
the speed trajectory, and once again, control signals in Figure 19b,c show chattering due to the
standard sign function.
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Figure 17. Load torque proposed for the second study case.
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Figure 18. Speed reference trajectory for the second study case.
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Figure 19. Motor synchronous control parameter output using standard sign function from (1).
(a) Speed response with chattering phenomenon, second trajectory planned, and synchronous motor
speed response. (b) Voltage generated in direct axis, (c) voltage generated in quadrature axis.
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4.4. Sign Function Approximation Evaluation with the Second Speed Trajectory

For this case, ϵ is strategically increased to 1100 to obtain a smoother slope in each
approximation; notice that this is the only parameter that should be modified, and the
control law should be kept the same. As in the previous case, the control scheme keeps
its robustness and efficiency, and it is displayed in Figures 20–24, where approximation
from Equation (7) is employed. Notice that in this specific case, chattering is practically
suppressed. In contrast with the previous approximations (7), (10), (12) and (13) show the
best performance in almost suppressing this phenomenon.

The approximation from Equation (12) shows a better response in suppressing this
phenomenon in contrast with Equation (11), noticeable when Figures 24 and 25 are com-
pared. The saturation function from Equation (13) is effective since the slope is a little
more pronounced than others. However, if the epsilon value is inappropriate, the slope is
minimal, and its values are almost the same as the standard sign function. As Figure 26
demonstrates, the ϵ value used, in this case, suppresses chattering almost totally.
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Figure 20. Motor synchronous control parameter output using approximation from Equation (7).
(a) Speed response with chattering phenomenon suppressed, second trajectory planned, and syn-
chronous motor speed response. (b) Voltage generated in direct axis, (c) voltage generated in
quadrature axis.
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Figure 21. Cont.
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Figure 21. Motor synchronous control parameter output using approximation from (8). (a) Speed
response with chattering phenomenon suppressed, second trajectory planned, and synchronous
motor speed response. (b) Voltage generated in direct axis, (c) voltage generated in quadrature axis.
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Figure 22. Motor synchronous control parameter output using approximation from (9). (a) Speed
response with chattering phenomenon reduction, second trajectory planned, and synchronous motor
speed response. (b) Voltage generated in direct axis, (c) voltage generated in quadrature axis.
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Figure 23. Cont.
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Figure 23. Motor synchronous control parameter output using approximation from (10). (a) Speed
response with chattering phenomenon suppressed, second trajectory planned, and synchronous
motor speed response. (b) Voltage generated in direct axis, (c) voltage generated in quadrature axis.
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Figure 24. Motor synchronous control parameter output using approximation from (11). (a) Speed
response with chattering phenomenon, second trajectory planned, and synchronous motor speed
response. (b) Voltage generated in direct axis, (c) voltage generated in quadrature axis.
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Figure 25. Motor synchronous control parameter output using approximation from (12). (a) Speed
response with chattering phenomenon suppressed, second trajectory planned, and synchronous
motor speed response. (b) Voltage generated in direct axis, (c) voltage generated in quadrature axis.
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Figure 26. Motor synchronous control parameter output using saturation function (13). (a) Speed
response with chattering phenomenon suppressed, second trajectory planned, and synchronous
motor speed response. (b) Voltage generated in direct axis, (c) voltage generated in quadrature axis.

The results obtained in this study validate the proposed control scheme; the integral
compensation increases the control robustness against dynamical disturbances, as observed
in the generated voltages. Control gains take the values αd = 30, αq = 20ω4, Wd = 80
and Wq = 6.5 × 106. Moreover, the system response shows an improved behavior in
increment or reduction in speed trajectory transitions. This feature allows for applications
where the motor must operate at different speeds. Also, various continuous sign function
versions were tested in the control scheme to suppress the chattering phenomenon. It
is important to notice that Equations (7)–(9), (11) and (13) show the best behavior in
the control scheme, since almost a total elimination of this phenomenon is observed for
the speed trajectories proposed. A bigger ϵ value results in a steeper slope for the sign
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function approximation. This approach keeps the control law easy to implement where
approximations have to be programmed. The adaptive super-twisting reaching law can
effectively suppress chattering [3]. However, the computational cost increases and is
complex to implement. In this way, the use of sign function approximations allows for
keeping the control law and selecting diverse sliding surfaces. In addition, the approach
proposed in [6] involves two control law superpositions to address this phenomenon. The
presence of uncertain disturbances must be considered within the control design where
different approaches are limited.

5. Conclusions

This study introduced an innovative chattering suppression approach for a sliding
mode control scheme for tracking speed trajectories for a PMSM. The technique has im-
proved by adding integral compensation, showed a good response against variable torque
loads and speed reference changes incorporated with Bezier curves. The suppression of the
chattering phenomenon was achieved using sign function approximations, and the impor-
tance of mitigating this issue relies on the best system performance. The results revealed a
notable reduction; in some instances, this phenomenon was eliminated. Through several
evaluations, each approximation was employed for the proposed references. Manipulating
the ϵ parameter in sign function approximations allows for adjusting the function slope,
resulting in a reduced chattering in control response. The versatility of this methodology
extends its applicability to diverse sliding mode control designs, making it a valuable
tool for a wide array of applications, including agriculture systems. For future work, the
experimental implementation of this controller will be conducted in applications such as
agriculture machinery with a new approximation to eliminate the chattering phenomenon.
Moreover, the importance of tuning a specific ϵ parameter for the approximations will be
addressed with neural networks to improve the control strategy, as was proposed in [21].
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